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Abstract: In introducing and designing innovative solutions to the problems related to transportation and distribution systems is a contemporary area in logistics. The ultimate objective of this paper is to initiate a thought provoking discussion on Vehicle Routing Problems (VRP) along with its modifications or changes which incorporates recent model developments and improvements. Both in operational research and computer science, VRP is a combinatorial optimization issue researched at length. Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem (CVRP), Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Windows (VRPTW), Vehicle Routing Problem with Multi-Depot (MDVRP) and other variants are integral components of VRP. In recent times, the areas of VRP categorization has been further discussed, the common constraints have been summarized and model algorithms have been developed. In toto the future model implications of VRP are analyzed and further, it is predicted that the Intelligent Vehicle Routing Problem and Intelligent Heuristic Algorithm would be an important arena of future researches.
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1. Introduction to vehicle routing problems

VRP can be explained as the issue of figuring out the lowest cost delivery directions or paths from a depot to a set of geographically dispersed clients, with a focus to crosswise limitations. Distribution of products and services is done by VRP in Supply chain and logistics management backdrop. This is vital for distribution management and therefore should be regularly solved by transporters. There are some modifications to the VRP and are expressed grounded on the nature of the goods transporting, the service value and features of clients and vehicles. Dantzig & Ramser (1959) initially presented “Truck Dispatching Problem”, which deals with modeling a fleet of homogeneous trucks to assist the demand for oil of number of gas stations from a central hub along with lowest travelling distance. Contributions towards rearranging this issue to a linear advanced optimization problem which generally comes across in the domain of Supply chain and operational management. This can be further explained as the way of servicing a group of clients, geographically scattered around the central warehouse, utilizing the fleet of trucks with different capacities becoming VRP which is amongst the most broadly used phenomena in the field of Advanced Liner Programming.

The enhancement of some forms of VRPs were found together with strategies for calculating the shortest route. Goetschalckx (2011) defines VRP as a problem of deciding the shortest route from a vehicle that begins from one depot to ‘n’ number multiple destinations to address various types of customer needs. Every vehicle which has a particular capacity, begins at a depot and returns to the main depot and further every client could only be toured once. Further, VRP offers a different range of heuristics and meta – heuristics approaches, these are introduced in Laporte (2009) and contribution of Gendreau (2002) and Cordeau (2005). The VRP is broadly taken in to account since of its familiar use and its significance in designing effective modes for the minimization of transportation cost in distribution systems. Therefore, this paper aims to design an approximation of procedures which are suitable for discovering high quality solutions in restricted time frames in the mean while addressing the real life problematic circumstances which are described by huge vehicle fleets and influenced in a positive manner to logistics and distribution strategies.

Contemporary VRP software is being used by many public, private and multinational companies, and in large variety of industry sectors and in particular, Coca-Cola Enterprises and Anheuser-Busch Inbev are generally significant. (Drex1, 2012; Partyka & Hall, 2014). The VRP has increased exponentially at a rate of 6% consistently which creates a ubiquity to monitor the expansions in the area and to make a presence of a strong indication of which substitutions and solution approaches are comparatively novel.

1.1 Basics of Capacitated vehicle routing problem and its variations

The CVRP could be identified as one of the crucial problems in the combinatoric optimization with various real world applications in transportation, distribution, logistics and fulfilling an extension of VRP. The objective of CVRP is to discover suitable paths or routes with minimum cost for a fleet of vehicles with
an important capacity located in a solitary depot, with the target of serving a set of clients under the minimum limitations such as, all the routes start and finish at the same depot, each and every client is visited exactly one time and cumulative demand of each and every single route or path does not surpass the volume of the vehicles (Laporte, 2002).

In particular varieties of the CVRP must comply with route duration limitation that constrains the lengths of the feasible routes. Dantzig & Ramser (1959) and Clarke & Wright (1964) suggests the foremost heuristic for this issue as the initial mathematical formulae development and algorithm for the result of the CVRPTW while a number of solution techniques have been published since today. Also, general surveys conducted by Toth & Vigo (2002) and Laporte (2002) can be found for the same problem. The CVRP falls in to the classification of NP-hard problems which could be directly answered with little scaled occasions of an issue. Therefore, many academic researchers have focused on implementing heuristic algorithms to take care of these issues (Gendreau & Potvin (2010), Laporte & Ropke (2014)). For a very long period, various investigations have been focused on taking care of these problems and several methodologies have been reached from direct tree hunt with Branch-and-Bound to column generation (Eilon & Christofides, 1969).

1.1 Mathematical formulation of CVRP
Suppose \( G = (V_o, H_o) \) be a comprehensive absorbed graph, where, \( V_o = \{0,1,2,...,m\} \) as the set of vertices
\( H_o = \{(j,k) : j,k \in V_o \} \) as the set of edges, which first node (0th node) denotes the depot for a fleet of p trucks with the similar volume \( Q_o \) and m vertices signify geographically spread clients. Every client \( j \in V_o - \{0\} \) has a certain positive value demand \( d_j \leq Q_o \). The non negative travel cost \( c_{jk} \) is accompanying with each edge \( (j,k) \in H_o \). The cost matrix for the given graph is symmetric, i.e. \( c_{jk} = c_{kj} \) for all \( j,k \in V_o \) and fulfills the triangular inequality law , \( c_{jk} + c_{kp} \geq c_{jp} \) for all \( j,k,p \in V_o \).

(Toth & Vigo ,2002).The least number of trucks required to assist set of all clients is \( \{ \sum_{j=0}^{m} d_j \} / Q_o \)

1.1.2 Formulation of Two-index vehicle flow
In this formulation, \( x_{jk} \) is a binary decision parameter assuming the value as 1, if there is a traveling path that drives from client \( j \) to \( k \) straight, for all \( j,k \in V_o \). In addition to that, \( y_j \) is a continuous decision measure that is match to the sum of all demands on the journey that visits node \( k \in V_o \) up to this traveling tour. With all these corresponding measurements and decision criteria, the two – index flow formalulation of the CVRP Munari et.al (2017) can given by:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Min} & \quad \sum_{j=0}^{m+1} \sum_{k=0}^{m+1} (c_{jk}x_{jk}) + & \quad \text{(1)} \\
\text{Such that} & \quad \sum_{k=1}^{m+1} (x_{jk}) = 1, \text{for } j
\end{align*}
\]

Limitation (2) ensures that all clients are visited precisely once. Limitation (3) ensures that the precise movement of trucks via the edges, by uttering that if a truck reaches to a node \( h \in V_o \), then it should leave from this node. Extreme number of paths to \( K \), and the number of trucks are the restrictions which given by limitation (4). Limitation (5) and (6) together affirms that the truck volume is not surpassed. The main purpose of this function is depicted by (1) and forces that the absolute travel cost value of the paths are minimalized. Limitation (5) also elude sub tours in the answer, for example cycling travel routes that do not cross through the central depot. Various kinds of limitations are suggested in major findings to execute truck volumes and/or elude sub tours Irnich et al. (2014).

1.2 Introduction to Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Windows (CVRPTW)

The CVRPTW is the CVRP with some extra time window imperatives. The aim of the VRPTW is to help several clients inside predefined time windows at least cost (intemrs of distance travelled), referring the capacity and total tour time limitations for every truck. In real world, set of clients could be assisted restricted to a defined time frame which could state as the time windows only. Thus, time window limitations must be concentrated well. Clients start to be assisted inside a time window \( [E_j, L_j] \). In the event that trucks arrive at client \( j \) before \( E_j \), vehicles could hold up until \( E_j \) as no extra panalty cost to wait exists. As the client is not accessible, anything cannot be picked up by the truck and extra fine costs should be well concentrated in the event that trucks arrive at client \( j \) after \( L_j \).

1.3 Basis of Multi-Depot Vehicle Routing Problem (MDVRP)

MDVRP can be considered as an overview of classical VRP. The purpose of this issue is to discover the routes for vehicles to support every one of the clients at a least cost which is as far as number of routes or paths and entire travel distance without disregarding the capacity and travel time restrictions of the vehicles. MDVRP is a NP-hard problem which is more advantageous than VRP which at the same time decides the routes for some vehicles from numerous depots to a set of clients and afterward come back to the same depot. Further, the purpose of MDVRP is to limit the entire delivery distance or time spent in fulfilling the requirements of all consumers. Lower the delivery time, higher the customer loyalty. In spite of the fact that there might
be several objectives, the intention of MDVRP is to enhance the efficiency of delivery. According to Carlsson et al. (2010), MDVRP is a simplification of the Single-Depot Vehicle Routing Problem (SDVRP) in which vehicle(s) begin from multiple depots and come back to their depots of origin at the end of their appointed tours. The outdated aim in MDVRP is to limit the aggregate of all tour lengths, and prevailing literature handles this issue with an assortment of assumptions and limitations. The MDVRP comprises of structure a set of vehicle routes or paths, so that:

1. Each and every single route or path starts and finishes at the same depot,
2. All clients will be visited precisely once by a vehicle,
3. The absolute demand of every route does not surpass the vehicle capacity,
4. The entire duration of every route or path (counting travel and service times) does not surpass a preset point of confinement, so that
5. The entire cost related to routing will be minimized.

1.4 Exact Methods

An exact solution technique has being set up by Azi et al. (2010) for the foreseen issue with soft time windows where precise new optimization methodology for the vehicle routing along with scheduling difficulty with soft time windows using new column generation has been suggested. Fundamental level at route with lowest distance issue with the required resource restrictions and penalties for late arrival are replied as a sub issue. This has been used in the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition method. The author Qureshi (2009) has given a precise methodology for vehicle planning and development issue with soft time windows.

1.4.1 Set Partitioning (SP) Formulation using algorithms

(Ballinski & Quandt, 1964) have suggested a binary variable to signify a feasible route which initially called as SP formulation of CVRP which can be presented as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{R}_n &; \text{ set of routes} \\
\text{r}_n &; \text{ specific route} \\
A_{mn} &; 1 \text{ (binary coefficient if and only if vertex i } E V \setminus \{0\} \text{ belongs to path } r_n \\
c_{r_n} &; \text{ optimum cost of the path } r_n \\
y_k &; 1 \text{ (binary variable if and only if route } r_n \text{ is used in optimal solution. }
\end{align*}
\]

This can be stated as a complete column generation algorithm which has been improved by Agarwal et al. (1989), who answered cases (n) which fallen in the range 15 to 25. Based on the explanation given by Laporte (2009), it is unrealistic for a direct use of this formulation, due to larger number of possible paths experienced in most non-trivial occasions and of the struggle in calculating the \(c_{r_n}\) coefficients as it needs answering an exponential number of occasions of NP-hard problem.

1.4.2 Heuristic Approaches

An effective experiment for route reduction for the foreseen issue has been proposed by Yuichi & Olli (2009) grounded on discharge pool, strength enclosure along with guided local search techniques. An adaptive parallel plan and the outcomes of broad mathematical experiments introduced by Peng (2011) has demonstrated an efficient and effective route development heuristic. Also heuristics and a scatter search algorithms were suggested by Patricia et al. (2009) which gave the answer for real life heterogeneous vehicle routing issue with time windows along with segmented deliveries.

1.4.3 Meta Heuristics Approaches

Parallel calculation methodology is the foundation for most of the fruitful meta-heuristics for all most all VRPTW incidents. VRPTW was applied with a genetic algorithm by Blanton & Wainwright (1993) where it tested the best ordering frequencies of clients while looking for feasible solution. Apart from Blanton & Wainwright (1993), hybridization of a genetic algorithm with dissimilar construction heuristics have been represented by Berger (1998), Potvin (1996), Thangiah (1995), Ho (2001) and Berger (2003).

According to Darwin’s theory of evolution, developmental algorithms are analysis where the following generation would produce only by the fittest people to populate the following generation. A hybrid ant colony optimization (ACO) was used to tackle VRP in heuristic manner together with algorithm as suggested by Aziz (2010). Geographically distributed clients with known demand were treated with solitary depot using specific set of vehicles in basic VRP. Nodes which are situated close by will likely to have a place with similar branches in spreading tree which is to same as route in VRP and can be recognized as the nature of suggested algorithm. Finally, the answer is to suggest a route in the bunch of customer nodes by utilizing ACO considering the guidelines of the ants. Further, it attempts to enhance the quality of outcomes at the end of each iteration and also to update the related weights of the graph arcs. A hybridized Ant colony algorithm along with Heuristics for the Time dependent vehicle routing problem with time windows (TDRVPTW) was proposed by Balseiro et al. (2011) which further explained that set of vehicles should carry orders to the clients considering time restrictions where travel time between origin and destination be subject to on the time of leaving.

Conclusion & Recommendations

One of the foremost costs that influence the entire cost structure of an organization is the distribution cost. The key activity of properly arranging vehicles and routes can optimize the process of cost reduction. In order to achieve this and deliver goods/services to customers effectively and efficiently, the supply chain management is an essential component to enhance productivity in organizations. Finding out the latest advancements in Vehicle Routing Problems and its variants are the main objectives of this study. The following areas will precise techniques, heuristics methodologies, meta-heuristics, and hybrid strategies have been focused in the review of literature. The contribution to the field by a number of researchers have also been dealt with at length. It has been found that most of the available literature concentrate on inventory controlling related to inhouse warehousing and mini travel plans and there
is also necessity for wholistic logistic planning. Most of the researchers have been conducted studies on vehicle routing problems, facility location problems and location routing problems etc. All these issues have been addressed segmentedly like plant to warehouse, warehouse to vendors/retailers, ad then retailers to consumers. Apart from these, it would be much advantageous if future researches to be conducted to cover whole process or to minimize the haulistic process to make the process more efficient. It is recommended for future researchers to address the transportation sector from warehouse to mini hubs and from there to retailers.
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